
UPDATE to Delivery Stop K 1600 GT/GTL and K 1600 Bagger / Grand America 
Delivery Stop STOP130011 is now associated with SI 13 01 24 Service Action: Fuel Line Hose 
Clamp 
 
BMW is announcing a delivery stop STOP130011 for K 1600 GT/GTL (K48) and K 1600 Bagger /Grand 
America (K61) produced between 09/24/2021 and 01/11/2024. 

On affected vehicles, a clamp on the fuel hose (quick coupling connector to the fuel pump) can happen 
to be crimped insufficiently. During the motorcycle starting process, the fuel system develops a higher 
pressure than while riding. This increased pressure during start-up can cause the fuel hose to move on 
the quick coupling connector and over time could eventually slip off the quick connector coupling. As a 
consequence, small amounts of fuel can spill under the parked vehicle and the engine will not start. 

Affected vehicles are flagged in AIR (Aftersales Information Research) with campaign code 
STOP130011. Please note, open campaigns or vehicle stops may not appear in DCS Warranty Vehicle 
Inquiry or sales systems until 24-72 hours after they are announced, therefore AIR is always the 
recommended method for determining open campaigns and vehicle stops. 

If you have a vehicle in your new/used inventory matching the above description it cannot be retailed 
until repaired.  

UPDATES: 

Feb 12th 2024: Technical campaign SI 13 01 24 SERVICE ACTION Fuel Line House Clamp has been 
released and can be found in TIS and AIR on affected vehicles. 

NOTE: Hyperlink will take you to TIS 2.0 for Motorrad. If you are not logged in it will take you to the 
login, then the home screen. Once logged into TIS 2.0 you can select the hyperlink again and it will take 
you to the Service Action or you can search for it by typing in 13 01 24 in the text box. 
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